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DESCRIBE THE PRESENT AND ORIGINAL (IF KNOWN) PHYSICAL APPEARANCE

The Case House is a simple 2 1/2 story fieldstone "I" 
house built around 1800. Rectangular in form, this structure 
has a four bay front facade facing south with an offset center 
door. The door opens directly into the room without benefit 
of a hall. The windows are all 9/6 sash covered with modern 
storm windows. The roof is gable with a slight return. There 
are two brick chimneys, one on each gable end. The east. 
chimney is quite broad accommodating three flues. On the 
east gable end is a two- story, full-length, three-bay portico 
built upon stone foundations. This porch projects over- the 
basement kitchen facade and the first floor gable end facade. 
There is a small side door entrance to this porch on the 
elevated first floor and a door on both sides of the fireplace 
base entering into the basement.

The basement has two simple rooms. The east room is 22* 
x 17. ' with a half -turn winder stairway in the northwest corner 
and a large kitchen fireplace. The west room of the cellar is 
slightly smaller (22 1 x 15*) and has only a fireplace base.

The first floor follows the basement plan with an east room 
with a large kitchen fireplace (22 ' x .17') and a west room 
functioning as a living room (22 ' x 15* ). The west room has 
a small fireplace offset against the gable end wall and adjoining 
cupboard, A partial partition , has . ,£iyided .this room into two 
portions.

The east room of the first floor has a half-turn winding 
stairway similar to that in the basement. In the northeast 
corner abutted up against the end fireplace support is a modern 
bathroom. .....,'. ... ..... : ,,, - .,

.seoon4,: floor has three rooms. The east ropm is identical 
to the kitchen below and has a small fireplace. There are two west 
rooms (15 * x, 10 '."and 15 'x 12' ), both functioning as bedrooms.

Several outbuildings. .are on ( the property .^located northeast of 
the house. The southernmost barn is a large frame dairy barn with 
vertical board siding. A silo is attache<| to, this .structure on 
the south facade. At a right angle to the 'dairtfbarn is an English 
form three pen frame barn which appears to have been built at 
about the same time as the dwelling.

A stone foundation, reputed to be the site of an earlier 
farmstead erectedffby t he -CougXe family -i^ the ,l^th century, is 
on the property.
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The Case Farm is a representative example of farmhouse built 
in Hunterdon County from the late 18th to the mid-l^th century. 
Using the most available source of building materials :— local 
fieldstone -- area craftsmen erected this substantial vernacular 
structure which as a result of their skills has survived over 
170 years of Hunterdon County history.

Medicine

Sarah Clark Case (1776-1859) was probably the first recognized 
woman medical doctor in Hunterdon County and one of the earliest 
in New Jersey.

During the 18th century-there-were no restrictions placed i 
on those claiming to practice medicine in New Jersey. Thus therei\ 
were many, physicians by instinct - men or women of inclination $ 
and impudence who set themselves up as practitioner •«.„ _..-,.-,... 
with no training with or without the guidance of pseudo-professional 
medical handbooks. Generally, however, one learned the trade 
through an .active apprenticeship.

Before 1800 New Jersey had fewer than fifty medical--men, out of 
approximately three hundred practitioners, who could boast of 
training beyond apprenticeship. This does not contrast, however, 
with the estimate that of the 3500 medical practitioners in the 
colonies before'the Revolution,- only about four hundred had received 
formal training. The medical profession in New Jersey led the 
colonies in pursuing organized medicine and the passage of a 
licensing law. - -*-, •

The New Jersey Medical Society, established in 1766, directed 
a good portion of their efforts to the licensing of physicians. 
The desired end was attained in 1772, and New Jersey was the first 
colonial government to'establish^ provincial system of examination 
and licensing of physicians. Those active pratitioners not licensed 
would be allowed to continue as professionals.
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Significance (continued)

The relative ineffectiveness of this law is suggested by the 
passage of a similar law in 1816 by the New Jersey legislature 
which transferred the authority for implementation of licensing 
from the courts to the organized medical profession. The law 
declared the licensing of all persons who had good standing as 
physicians prior to the 1816 law.

Sarah Clark Case (Bennett) was such an example. Described as a 
woman of good common sense, she emigrated from England in 1799, 
married Daniel (or Tanner) Case, moved to their newly erected 
farmhouse in Hunterdon County (ca 1801), and gained a wide repu 
tation in the early 19th century as a nurse and accoucheuse 
(mid-wife) .

By 1816 Sarah Clark Case had garnered such a wide and loyal 
following among her patients and fellow physicians that she was 
granted a medical license, thus making her the first licensed 
woman physician in Hunterdon County and one of the first in 
New Jersey (Hunterdon County Democrat. March 9, 1859, and Snell, 
James P. History of Hunterdon and Somerset Counties p. 509) .
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The 88 acres of land in Union Township are being included in the 
nomination application as this was a functioning farm from the late 18th 
century to the mid-20th century. The property is still open farmlands.

The outbuildings are all clustered together north of the main building 
(see map).

While Sarah Case f s significance as a medical figure is the primary 
justification for registration this property has operated continuously as 
a farm from the Case ownership at the turn of the 19th century to the mid-20th 
century. Though no longer an active farm the land remains rural.

T. Karschner 
5/1979
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